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Screenshot: APKPure There's no such thing as a great free VPN. Or rather, there is only one free VPN that you should trust, and this is the one you created yourself. Otherwise, any app that promises you a free and secure VPN service is either tracking what you're doing, sending information about your
activities to advertisers or investing virtually nothing in its security. This does not mean that every paid VPN provider is perfect, but I would avoid free like coronavirus plague. And this is especially true for SuperVPN, an Android app that racked up over a hundred million downloads in its time on the Google
Play Store. If you have this app or use this app, remove it from your Android right now because it's rubbish, so Google itself has pulled SuperVPN from the Google Play Store.We talk a lot about VPN (Virtual Private Networks) here, and for good reason. Have... More What's sad, we should have seen this



coming: VPN information and a review of the VPNpro resource put out a warning about SuperVPN two months ago, writing: But besides being a very popular app, there's something else you need to know about this free VPN: SuperVPN Free VPN Client is also very dangerous. You see, our analysis
shows that this app has a critical vulnerability that opens it up to dangerous attacks known as the person in the middle of (MITM) hacks. These vulnerabilities will allow hackers to easily intercept all messages between the user and the vpn provider, allowing hackers to see everything the user is doing.
This is actually quite the opposite of what a VPN should do. A VPN should keep your online activities private and safe from all eyes of surveillance. In fact, a VPN should be so secure that even if a hacker can intercept these messages, it will take them longer than the age of the universe to even start
decrypting the data. But that's not what SuperVPN did here. Although SuperVPN wasn't the only VPNpro app analyzed at the time, it was the most popular, with nearly ten times the download of other apps on the VPNpro list. This list, by the way, catalogued many VPNs that were vulnerable to man in the
middle attacks; in other words, a list of VPN apps that you absolutely shouldn't use. But you didn't have to use them anyway because you never have to subscribe to a free VPN service. Have? In the case of SuperVPN, the app got it wrong on many fronts. His most damning technical problem, eneabling
these people in the middle of an attack, was that he passed on encrypted information about his own servers that was easily deciphered thanks to the stupidly hard key coding app as part of the transmission. (D'O.) Browse the web through safer HTPPS connections, help you stay safe from man in the
middle attacks, but not every website website using HTTPS and having HTTPS on the site automatically means that it is safe and trustworthy. And there are many other fun techniques that a person in the middle of an attack can use to nip at your security while you cough up useful credentials or other
critical data. Finding an excellent VPN service can be challenging, and that's to say the least. It's not hard ... More do you have some useful tips for disaster prevention when choosing your next VPN, including asking yourself: Do I know this VPN developer or brand? Do they seem trustworthy? Where is
the VPN? Is it in a country friendly to privacy? What permissions are required for mobile apps? Do they really need these permissions to work (e.g. camera, GPS, microphone)? And, I repeat, do not use free VPNs. You should research any VPN you're considering paying for, and I mean really research
isn't just reading some app store reviews or one analysis from some VPN-friendly site that can get affiliate cash under the table to hand out buckets of praise. Sites that are obsessed with privacy and recommend a meager amount of VPNs are great; sites that praise a lot of VPNs because of their cost,
speed or user interface? Not so much. In addition to security and privacy, one of the other main factors in choosing a good VPN is speed. After all, there's no point in having a secure internet connection if you can't actually use it. Every VPN service website you visit will claim that its VPN is the fastest, but
it obviously won't be. To help you understand which VPNs provide the best speeds, here's our overview of the fastest VPN services around! Read next: How to set up a VPN connection on your Android device4 Factors that determine THE speed of a VPN - LCCC there are many factors that determine
what speeds you get to enjoy after connecting to a VPN. LocationYour is of great importance in determining which VPN will work best for you. For online security and privacy, having a server close to you is ideal for slowing down. Coverage On a similar note, the number of countries and cities hosting VPN
servers will determine your VPN speed. Many high-end VPN services offer locations with multiple servers around the world. Capacity It's not just about the location of the server, but also the load. So even if a VPN service has servers near you, it may not be enough to handle a large number of connected
users and traffic. Heavy load on the server can reduce the speed you get. ConnectionOf of course, your own broadband speed will determine the speed you get when connected to a VPN. If you don't run into some kind of regulatory provider, a VPN service will rarely increase your speed. There is usually
always going to be a drop in speed, and if the internet connection is not fast enough, the speed may be too slow to be used after connecting the connection Vpn. Testing CriteriaOriginal Speed - Bangalore, India To test various VPN services I used the Ookla speed test and connected to the servers
closest to me in India, Singapore, the Netherlands, the USA and Australia. While many VPNs allow torrents on all their servers, the Netherlands is usually a safe choice if you are unsure which server to connect to. For the US server, I chose one that allows access to the Netflix US catalog. The VPN
protocol has been installed on OpenVPN (UDP), which is the safest and fastest currently available. Since my actual speed tends to fluctuate between 70 Mbps and 80 Mbps, I will also mention the average percentage of rate drops I saw during testing. The fastest VPN servicePrivate Internet
AccessPrivate Internet Access, or PIA, is a very popular VPN service mainly because of how available it is. However, this is not a compromise on key aspects that make for a good VPN. All the necessary security features are available, and its zero logging policy helps alleviate any concern that pia is
based in the U.S. Nearest Server - India Singapore Netherlands USA Australia As far as speed is concerned, PIA has managed to impress. We're not talking about the fastest speeds I've seen when connecting to servers in India and Singapore. It was, however, the fastest when connecting to servers in
the Netherlands, which is great for P2P, and Australia, no matter how far it is. The speed of the US server is definitely more than fast enough to stream video without any buffering problems. The average rate drop was at around 40 percent for servers closest to me in India, the Netherlands and Singapore,
and in the 60-70 percent range for the US and Australia. PIA was one of the fastest VPN services in my testing. The PIA is currently priced at just $69.95 for a two-year plan ($2.91 per month), $39.95 for an annual plan ($3.33 per month), and at a monthly rate of $6.95. While you can still find some VPN
services that offer a similar two-year rate plan, the annual plan and monthly rate are among the cheapest plans to date compared to other top VPN services out there. Get private internet access nowSaferVPNSaferVPN claims to be the fastest and easiest VPN service around and I found it one of the
fastest VPN services I've reviewed. The apps are very simple and do not offer any bells or whistles. It's very easy to install apps and connect to a VPN. If you're looking for it, specific servers that can be used for streaming in the U.S. and the UK are mentioned in the list of servers. Nearest server - India
Singapore Netherlands USA AustraliaSaferVPN remains the fastest VPN I tested when dealing to the server closest to me, with a drop in the 25 percent range. However, the fast speeds I saw during my review when connecting to other servers were not repeated here. While drops drop Previously in the
40-60 per cent range, it dropped to about 80 per cent of the mark when connecting to servers in Australia and the US the rate depends on many factors, so it may come back eventually, but it shows some consistency problems. SaferVPN is currently priced at $78.96 for a two-year plan ($3.29 per month),
$65.88 for an annual plan ($5.49 per month), and at a monthly rate of $10.99.ExpressVPNExpressPN is considered one of the best VPN services around, and for good reason. It offers everything you would expect from a large VPN like zero registration policy, impressive connection speeds, a large
number of servers around the world, and necessary security features such as network blocking, DNS leak protection, and more. Apps are easy to use, but don't compromise settings or features. Nearest server - India Singapore Netherlands USA Australia When it comes to speed, expected speed drops
are on par with the fastest VPN services out there. About 30-40 percent for servers is closest to me, and at a 60-70 percent mark for places as far away as Australia. While you can't get absolute fast speeds with ExpressVPN, what you get is consistency. The percentages drop remain similar compared to
when I reviewed it. This is a VPN I use and I can attest to its consistency no matter what time I use it or what exact server it is connected to, which is something that affects some other VPNs.ExpressVPN is more expensive than other providers, but it is definitely one of the best VPN services around, and
is worth the cost. The price is currently at $99.95 for the annual plan ($8.32 per month), $59.95 for the six-month plan ($9.99 per month), and $12.95 for the monthly plan. However, you can save 49 percent and get three months free if you're an Android body reader (only $6.67/month). VyprVPNVyprVPN
is another popular VPN service based in Switzerland. VyprVPN may not be for anyone seeking complete anonymity, with the company keeping some logs like IP addresses and connecting time for 30 days. However, it does not keep absolutely no traffic logs, and if that's not enough, it's one of the fastest
VPN services around. Nearest server - India Singapore Netherlands USA AustraliaThe drop is actually to the higher side when it comes to the server closest to me in India, averaging about 50-55 percent. However, VyprVPN is impressive when it comes to connection speeds in Singapore, the US and
Australia, with a drop of about 60 percent. Although this range is standard compared to other VPNs on this list, it has proven to be the fastest when connecting to the US, which is great for streaming video. VyprVPN has two different types of packages available. Cheaper, at a price 60 a year or $9.95 per
month, offers up to three simultaneous connections. Premium service priced at $80 $80 year or $12.95 per month and comes with up to five simultaneous connections, a dedicated cloud VPN server, and support for the VyprVPN Chameleon encryption protocol, which is based on OpenVPN perfect for
use in China.NordVPNNordVPN is all about providing the best security features possible. Your online activity remains completely private with its zero registration policy and IP and DNS protection against leaks. You can also use specialized servers for P2P and Anti-DDoS. For even greater security, you
have the option to turn on the Double VPN, which runs all through two servers. Along with a focus on security, NordVPN is also one of the fastest VPN services you can get. The nearest server is India Singapore Netherlands USA AustraliaLike VyprVPN, the drop from the nearest server is quite high 50-
55 percent. Where NordVPN impresses with the speed available when connected to Singapore. As you may have noticed, I am constantly getting faster speeds with Singapore than I am with India, despite my location. NordVPN was the fastest in this regard, with a drop of only about 25 percent. The
speed when connecting to a server that supports Netflix USA is definitely fast enough to stream videos without problems. The only other problem is connecting to an Australian server, with a drop above 80 per cent. NordVPN is also fairly affordable, given everything it has to offer. NordVPN is currently
priced at $79 for a two-year plan ($3.29 per month), $69 for an annual plan ($5.75 per month), and $11.95 for a monthly plan. That's all for our roundup of some of the fastest VPN services around. I did the test quite a lot more that don't make the cut, but if you find a VPN that works very well, let us know
in the comments section below and we'll be sure to check it out. As I said, speed defies accuracy as there are many factors that go into it and each user will have a different experience. The good news is that most VPNs on the list offer guarantees of reverse money and even free trials, so you have the
option to check which service works best for you before making a decision. Still not sure which VPN service to choose? Be sure to check out our comprehensive reviews of IPVanish, PureVPN, SaferVPN, ExpressVPN, and NordVPN, and stay tuned for many more detailed VPN reviews in the coming
months, as well as our guides on how to use VPNs and the best VPN applications. Read next: The best cheap VPNs (native_ad id'3 and /native_ad id'native_ad3
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